
TROUBLESHOOTING

A truly defective flowtoys product can always be sent back for free repair or replacement, but most 
apparently “faulty” flowlight behavior just requires a good battery or a little care!

1. Use only rechargeables or good alkalines. The circuitry is optimized for rechargeables. The 
voltage amplifier draws a lot of power, so cheapo batteries don’t last long. 
2. Your battery is low. Dim red light? Flashes and turns off? Won’t respond to the button? Try a 
battery that you are sure is good, switch your batteries around with other lights to check.
3. There is something obstructing battery contact! Check that the clear battery pull-tab is not 
blocking the battery contact. Check that your batteries are clear of physical debris. Sometimes the 
battery wrapper itself tears away and blocks the contact.
4. There is oxidation on your contacts. Do the battery contacts have black marks or debris on 
them? This may be oxidized metal from the battery and/or contacts caused by friction/vibration. 
Clean the battery and battery springs with your fingers or a clean cloth, and apply a tiny bit of pe-
troleum jelly/vaseline to the springs. This works wonders to prevent future oxidation and promote 
electrical conductivity.

FLOWLIGHT ACCESSORIES
Flowlights were designed as a versatile pixel of light that can be used as a stand alone LED light-
stick, as well as linked together in the Flowtoys Modular System to create poi, staffs, clubs, martial 
flow props and more. Check out www.flowtoys.com for the whole range of accessories and pos-
sibilities. 

Recommended: Get crystal cases to protect and cushion your flowlights, and flowmass to add 
more weight if you like heavier rigs. We also offer high quality, comfortable leashes and handles.

LIFETIME WARRANTY
Our goal is to provide you with the best possible illuminate equipment for flow, and enable you to 
enjoy it for as long as possible. While we can’t guarantee that flowlights will not break, we do want 
to enable you to enjoy them freely and offer a fair and flexible warranty program. Contact us at 
info@flowtoys.com if you have any questions.

Don’t ask yourself what the world needs.  
Ask yourself what makes you come alive, 

and then go and do that.  
Because what the world needs is  

people who have come alive.  
- Howard Thurman

MAY THE FLOW BE WITH YOU!
Visit www.flowtoys.com/product-support for 

more information, videos instructions and tips.
Contact us at support@flowtoys.com for warranty issues and questions.

FLOWLIGHT-FS :: TIPS & TROUBLESHOOTING 
high-performance * rechargeable * durable * versatile 

QUICK START GUIDE
• Insert 1x AAA battery into your flowlight-FS. See how to below.
• Press the button once to turn on your flowlight. 
• Press again to get to the next mode. 
• Continue pressing to cycle through all 11 modes on the first page. 
• The 11th mode displays all 10 modes, changing every ~5 seconds.
• After the 11th mode, the light will turn off. 
•  There are many other features, but this is all you need to know to get started!

Your flowlight-FS has a large variety of modes and features enabling infinite unique  
patterns, and effects. Please refer to the full color modes guide for how to navigate 

the modes and features of your flowlight-FS.
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BATTERY TIP
Rechargeable batteries lose their charge over time. 

For maximum runtime, charge your batteries shortly before important uses like  
performances, festivals, parties, and first dates.
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INSTALLING YOUR AAA BATTERY :: HOW TO OPEN YOUR BATTERY DOOR 
The battery door is integrated into the unique design of the body, spreads light around the 
battery and can be removed without tools. However it can be tricky to open, like a puzzle-box ;) 
Basically there is a tiny “latch” inside near the button that needs to be released. There is a slight 
lip at the tip of the door near the button and the lip needs to go down towards the bat-
tery, and forwards towards the head/button to release the latch. 

You should be able to do this with your thumb. but if it’s dirty or stuck, you may need to use a 
hard object like a battery, or the tail of another flowlight works really well, to push down and 
forwards on the tip of the door. Do not push on the main body of the door itself – this will 
prevent it from unlatching. Don’t worry, you WON’T break it! Once you have released the battery 
door, you can pull firmly to separate it from the light and access the battery compartment. 

Inserting and removing the battery
The positive end of the battery (pointy end) points to the head of the flowlight (pointy end). 
Push the battery forwards and down. The springs are quite firm so push hard.

Push the front lip of the 
door down and forwards 
towards the button firmly. 
The back of the door should 
pop out.

Pull the door out to access 
the battery compartment. 
The antenna are very 
strong and durable. You 
can pull hard to remove the 
door. This is normal.

To remove the battery, pull 
on the clear battery pull 
tab, or tap the tail of the 
flowlight firmly against a 
firm surface. Battery may 
be snug.

Insert battery “+” end first 
towards the pointy head of 
the light. Ensure clear tab is 
placed correctly. Push battery 
“-” end down. Insert antennae 
of battery door. Push door 
down and back to secure it. 
Power up & enjoy!


